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 FLYING LESSONS for  

May 19, 2022 
FLYING LESSONS uses recent mishap reports to consider what might have contributed to accidents, so you can make 
better decisions if you face similar circumstances.  In most cases design characteristics of a specific airplane have little 
direct bearing on the possible causes of aircraft accidents—but knowing how your airplane’s systems respond can make 
the difference in your success as the scenario unfolds. So apply these FLYING LESSONS to the specific airplane you fly.  
Verify all technical information before applying it to your aircraft or operation, with manufacturers’ data and 
recommendations taking precedence.  You are pilot in command, and are ultimately responsible for the decisions 
you make.      

FLYING LESSONS is an independent product of MASTERY FLIGHT TRAINING, INC. www.mastery-flight-training.com  

Pursue Mastery of Flight™ 

This week’s LESSONS: 
“The aircraft experienced engine issues,” Part 2: Adding to the 20 engine failures 
reported in last week’s LESSONS in the 10 business days prior, there have been five more in 
the four working days hence…for a total of 25 in under three weeks’ time. Here are the 
engine failures posted since last Thursday on the FAA’s preliminary mishap reporting website: 

[Cessna 172] experienced engine issues and landed on [a highway bridge]. One fatality and three serious 
injuries in the aircraft, one minor injury on the ground. Airplane destroyed 

[Quicksilver Sport 2S] experienced engine issues and landed hard in a field. Two minor injuries, substantial 
damage 

*[Piper PA12] windshield became covered in oil on takeoff and force landed. No injuries, substantial damage 

*[North American SNJ-6] made a forced landing in a field. No injuries, substantial damage  

[PA28] Ran out of gas and made a forced landing in a field. No injuries, unknown damage 

*Not necessarily an engine failure, but engine issues are the most likely scenario 

See: 
https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/2022.0512-FLYING-LESSONS-1.pdf  
https://www.asias.faa.gov  

Last week’s LESSONS prompted a lot of reader mail, so let’s go to the Debrief. 
Comments? Suggestions? Questions? Let us know at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  

See https://pilotworkshop.com 
 

Debrief: Readers write about recent FLYING LESSONS: 

Several readers noted a broken link for the 24-page book on choosing off-airport landing sites, 
Kai Gersten’s Off-Airport Landings. If you’d like to read this excellent advice, try this link, or this 
one. I apologize for using the decade-old link last week.  
See: 
https://www.norcalsoaring.org/uploads/1/0/0/6/100675970/landing_off_field_-_kai_gertsen.pdf 
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https://www.safepilots.org/wp-content/uploads/SAFE-Kai_Off-airport_Ldgs.pdf  
Reader, instructor and Sporty’s Pilot Shop educator John Zimmerman writes: 

Great newsletter this week. I had this gut feel that I was reading about a lot more engine failures, but you 
pulled it all together. I worry a little bit about fuel exhaustion - prices are up, people are out flying, and a 
lot of these airplanes landed just short of the runway. But as you say, we probably won't ever know. 

Interesting point, John. Years ago I dove into fuel exhaustion accidents and found a large 
percentage occurred within three miles of the intended destination airport. The closer you get to 
destination the harder it is to make yourself stop for fuel…and at times, we almost make it.  

Reader Steve Freedman also speculates about the role of economics on engine operation:  
I wonder if these failures are fuel starvation due to pilots trying the save a buck or two by going for 
cheap(er) gas or flying with only what they need? In the age of expensive gas the thought does probably cross 
our mind. Second, [I wonder] if pilots are putting off repairs to their engine such as an IRAN if the engine is 
“making metal” because there is a shortage of parts and engine overhaul backlog? 

Just two observations. It is all speculation, but I know of two pilots I’ve met that have died because of each 
reason and that was before all the latest drama in the past few years with parts shortages and gas prices. 

I’ve written for decades about the hazard of putting cost ahead of requirements. For example, 
several years ago I was invited to join a large flying club sponsored by an aircraft manufacturer. 
Club members had had a number of mishaps and “safety escapes,” and the sponsoring factory 
encouraged the club’s leadership to find someone from outside the club with credentials to be its 
safety officer. After joining I learned club members were not charged for fuel when that fuel was 
added at home base (the factory had a large stockpile and received certain concessions from the 
club in exchange). Members had to pay for fuel added to the aircraft away from home base.  

No wonder they’d had several airplanes arrive home very low on fuel, I told them, one so low that 
its tanks ran dry during the taxi in from the runway. This company and club policy was 
encouraging pilots to arrive home with as little fuel in the tanks as possible—saving (even then) 
dozens or hundreds of dollars on fuel. After discussion, the club required a minimum amount of 
fuel on board when arriving at home base. Violating the policy got the offending pilot removed 
from flying privileges except with a club instructor. Still, this shows the temptation to skimp on gas 
to avoid cost. My thought: You might decide where to buy fuel based on price, but decide 
whether to buy fuel based on necessity and safety. 

As for delaying required engine maintenance to save dollars or because parts are scarce, well, in 
effect that’s planning to have an engine failure. Thank you, Steve. 

Reader and well-known engine specialist Mike Busch writes: 
I would be fascinated to learn how many of these power-loss incidents/accidents were caused by 
maintenance-induced failure. I would bet that a significant fraction of them were. It would also be 
interesting to know how many of them were caused by fuel starvation or exhaustion, which would not 
really count as an engine failure although it would count as a power loss. Twenty in 10 days is a lot of power 
losses! Yikes!  

Yikes indeed, Mike. The sheer number surprised me into writing last week’s report. Alas, as I 
wrote last week we will probably never know the cause of almost all of them…an unfortunate 
consequence of their pilots’ success in recovering from the failure.  

I have additional information on only one of the engine failures listed last week, from a post by the 
pilot of the F33A as he wrote on the BeechTalk website (which I quoted in last week’s Beech 
Weekly Accident Update):  

…this engine failure happened suddenly. The engine started to shake while in cruise flight then it felt like it 
was only producing partial power. I ran through my checklist and nothing helped. Saw us highway below me 
and headed for it and picked an area where there were no cars and lowered the gear once I knew I had the 
road made. Anyhow once I stopped I pushed the plane back away from the road so as to not impede traffic. 

The engine had a catastrophic failure. I can barely turn the engine with the blades. It’s pretty seized up. The 
oil level was at 10 quarts so it had plenty of oil. There were no anomalies during the flight. Engine monitor 
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was indicating normal egt and cht. Oil pressures and temp were normal. [The] last engine work was 
probably 5 years ago to replace cylinders so that can’t be it.) 

If you find any data on any of the others, Mike, please let us know. 
See https://mastery-flight-training.com/beech-weekly-accident-update-2/  

Reader, flight instructor and mechanic Juan Arturo del Azar adds: 
Thank you for this insightful article, Tom. It is hard to speculate, but data and personal experience usually 
points to human error (pilot or maintenance) rather than a machine fault. I experienced two engine 
failures and both related to human error. Bad mags that managed to pass undetected at the assembly line on a 
brand new plane without been replaced or changed, and a fuel cap not perfectly well closed which syphoned 
all fuel in the right wing on a fast descent (fuel indicator would lie as the bladder gets lifted. More speed, 
more lift, more syphoning). On both occasions I was able to get out of difficult situations primarily 
because of training I get and provide. 

The question I have is how well prepared were those pilots to deal with an engine interruption? Maybe they 
were, maybe not. It goes back to training and the room for “legal, but not safe” which Part 91 allows. A 
Cirrus pilot pulls the parachute because the pitot tube is blocked and walks away. Can’t say it is wrong, but 
proper training should avoid wrecking an airframe and risk that hard landing. I find it much easier to train 
and follow the memory items to restart an engine than to land on fields or roads. 

I agree, Juan. That said, almost all of these recent reports results in no injuries and little airplane 
damage. We may be doing a better job of teaching and learning than we give ourselves 
credit for. Could good preflighting, inflight fuel- and engine monitoring and engine failure 
troubleshooting and restart skills improve this record even more?  

Frequent Debriefer John Townsley writes: 
I watch the preliminary reports too, and I read the annual NTSB "Defining Event" analysis for prior year 
accidents. In a nutshell, System malfunction - Powerplant is ALWAYS in the top three of the defining 
events. The NTSB breaks out fuel related accidents (starvation and exhaustion) ... and the numbers are really 
not all that large.   

Most accidents that are “powerplant – malfunction” are mechanical. Some pilot induced, most that I've read 
are equipment failures. It's not very surprising that most of accidents in the "system malfunction - powerplant' 
column are in the SE (single engine) piston aircraft flown mostly by GA pilot/owners. In prior discussions on 
this topic I've asserted that any of us who fly SE aircraft should think hard about that old dictum: "Two is 
one, and ONE is NONE".   

I no longer fly much at night and never in IMC in a SE piston aircraft. I've experienced two engine 
malfunctions at night that resulted in lucky landings (I was near an airport in one, and over a divided 
highway in the other), plus one from carb ice in IMC over really nasty terrain that fortunately cleared up after 
I descended at best glide about 4,000 feet into VMC.   

I've also mentioned the data I collected over a two-year period beginning in early 2015 that suggest a whole 
bunch of pilots have experienced both partial and total loss of power...mostly from mechanical 
issues. Yes, most pilots will not experience the dreaded 'system malfunction - powerplant' at any time in their 
flying career. But, most isn't comforting when we consider the steady drumbeat of power loss events 
mentioned in the preliminary reports... or listen to those of us who have experienced this uncommon (BUT 
NOT RARE) event.   

My data are actually encouraging. While only 18% or so pilots reported a loss of power event, the 
overwhelming majority were adequately skillful to avoid the real killer -- loss of control... plus luck was 
with them and a safe landing was possible in a pasture, on a road, on an airport, or (for seaplanes) on the 
water. Frankly, it's my read of both the NTSB data  - which is supported by the 1100 pilots who responded to 
my survey - that the fuel exhaustion/starvation argument is overblown.   

Anyhow, best to you and thanks for a steady stream of interesting newsletters. 

I applaud your data analysis, John. I wish we had a true picture of the engine failure record—not 
just those that resulted in an NTSB report. It sounds like you have an excellent handle on it. I’d 
like to read your study.  

Reader Mike McNamara adds to our knowledge: 
Two things about engine out landings not mentioned: 
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1. It is good to be generally aware of the ground altitude you are flying over, especially areas you fly 
over frequently. I know that the area around my home base (KPTW) is 300 [MSL], but going north it 
gets to 400 or 500 feet. In southern New Jersey it is 50 feet. Good to know because we are taught to fly 
engine out landings at 2000 feet upwind, 1500 feet downwind, etc., all AGL [Above Ground Level]. 
You need to know the landing field elevation, approximately. 

2. As for wires, I have landed off airport hundreds of times. As a skydiver. And we do worry about wires. 
Your guidance is correct but I’ll add one more: golf courses have no wires, because the golf balls 
would hit them. Good to know. 

Excellent advice, Mike. Thank you. 

Reader and Deputy Director of U.S. Marine Corps aviation training Randy Myers adds his 
experience: 

Again, an informative and relevant FLYING LESSONS about engine out considerations. Having had two 
engine failures in two different tactical jet aircraft (an A-4M Skyhawk and an AV-8B Harrier II), I am well 
aware that nobody is immune to aircraft emergencies, and having been through an aircraft emergency 
does not allow you to consider yourself "emergency immune" for a period of time.  

Accepting the fact that each and every time you walk to the aircraft an emergency can occur before, during, 
or after the flight creates an attitude of "I need to be ready when it does."  

My single-engine A-4 Skyhawk's engine failure resulted when an engine access door broke away from its 
hinges due to corrosion and severed a main fuel line. I had just executed an off-target five-G pullout. The 
engine started to wind down and I followed emergency re-light procedures. It wasn't until the second re-light 
attempt that the engine came alive. On the 40-mile trip back to the air station, it flamed out again at 2000 feet 
while on a precautionary straight-in approach. I managed to re-light the engine a second time (by now I felt 
like a pro) but had gotten so low, I lost sight of the field only two miles away. My wingman oriented me 
immediately, and I was able to make a pitch for altitude and lower the gear. The gear was the only checklist 
item I managed to complete; however, on the 8000-foot runway, getting stopped using the drag chute with 
maximum braking was relatively easy.  

The Harrier's engine failure came as the result of an Inlet Guide Vane (IGV) controller failure accompanied 
by a massive compressor stall. I purposely shut the engine down because the aircraft was shaking so violently 
and the engine temperature had reached as high as the gauge would register at 999 degrees Centigrade. 
Although I was able to achieve a successful re-light, a second compressor stall ensued as I advanced the 
throttle, and the aircraft caught on fire. My wingman (fortunately the squadron commanding officer/CO)  
told me I was on fire and to eject. When the CO tells you to eject from one of his aircraft, who's to argue?  

In my 1969 Mooney, although I do not deliberately secure a perfectly good engine, I do practice engine out 
landings by trying to mimic the engine-out 10:1 glide ratio by creating additional drag on the aircraft (idle 
with gear down is close to no engine with gear up). At least it seems to be.  

And to your point about an engine failure usually resulting from no ignition, air, or fuel, I created a 
mnemonic, FAST-D, for FUEL (switch tanks), AIR (carb heat), SPARK (alternate MAGs), TIME (time to 
glide at a given altitude), DISTANCE, (distance to glide at a given altitude). Although the Mooney has a 
10:1 glide ratio at the POH's recommended glide speed, I back it off to about 80% of that to adjust for 
my highly-likely imperfect airmanship given the situation. I have yet to use my memory aid for real, but I 
know that every time I walk to the aircraft, I might have to. Keep up the great work!  

Great attitude and advice, Randy. I do things very similarly to your Mooney technique in the 
Bonanzas I fly and in which I teach. Way back when I was teaching at Beech Field 30 years ago 
we developed a technique for emulating engine-out glide performance that I later introduced to 
the American Bonanza Society’s Beechcraft Pilot Proficiency Program (BPPP): about 14 inches 
manifold pressure, 2300-2500 RPM, approach flaps (12-15 degrees depending on model) and 
landing gear down. At Best Glide speed a Bonanza in this configuration descends at 900-1000 
feet per minute when wings level. This is about the descent rate in the Best Glide configuration 
(gear and flaps up, cowl flaps closed, propeller set to lowest RPM) with a true engine failure, as 
derived from the POH glide distance claim (1.7 nm per 1000 foot of altitude loss, a little better 
than 10:1 glide ratio). In this simulation a pilot can experience glide performance for an extended 
period, including landing on a runway, and see the increase in descent rate in even a shallow-
bank turn.  
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I also use a 9:1 glide ratio on the “glide ring” on Electronic Flight Bag software, to account to my 
imperfect technique as you say, as well as to account for the time I’m initially responding to the 
emergency but before “pulling the prop” to low RPM, and for the increased rate of descent as I 
turn to maneuver to an airport or landing spot. Thanks very much, Randy. 

Reader Nahum Aragon reminds us that we are all students of flying:  
I'm a student pilot and I really enjoy your FLYING LESSONS newsletter and look forward to reading it every 
time it appears in my inbox. In your most recent one dated above, you mentioned that you were "surprised to 
find that standard FAA pilot training texts (the Aeronautical Information Manual and the Pilot’s Handbook 
of Aeronautical Knowledge) do not address the topic of emergency landing field selection." While those FAA 
publications don't have anything related to that, the Airplane Flying Handbook does have some decent 
information on Emergencies and field selection (Chapter 18) in the latest version: 

I recall a ground lesson about emergency procedures where my CFI and I reviewed Emergency procedures at 
length including having to land in different terrains and different field types - I train in the Midwest, so there 
are plenty of places to land. 

Keep up the great work!  I learn so much from your weekly e-mails. 

You’re right, Nahum. I should have looked more closely when I quoted myself from 12 years ago 
ago…to include this important recent update. Thanks for the reminder of the substantial 
improvements in some FAA training manuals in the past decade. 
See https://www.faa.gov/sites/faa.gov/files/regulations_policies/handbooks_manuals/aviation/airplane_handbook/19_afh_ch18.pdf  

More to say? Let us learn from you, at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  
 

 

 
See www.nafinet.org.  

 

Share safer skies. Forward FLYING LESSONS to a friend 

Please help cover the costs of providing FLYING LESSONS through the secure 
donations button at www.mastery-flight-training.com.  

Or send a check to Mastery Flight Training, Inc. to 247 Tiffany Street, Rose Hill, Kansas USA 67133. 
Thank you, generous supporters.   

 
Check out the latest list of my Publications, Presentations and Webinars for 2022 

See https://mastery-flight-training.com/publications-presentations-and-webinars/  
 

 

Pursue Mastery of Flight. 

Thomas P. Turner, M.S. Aviation Safety  
Flight Instructor Hall of Fame Inductee 
2021 Jack Eggspuehler Service Award winner 
2010 National FAA Safety Team Representative of the Year  
2008 FAA Central Region CFI of the Year 
Three-time Master CFI 
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